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Shown below is a recent custom tube piercing machine by
Multicyl. With an easy load, cycle, and unload
operation sequence, a safe and simple changeover
procedure, and a sleek and simple machine concept
Multicyl has once again shown why it is a leader in
custom tube piercing applications.
This machine pierces a formed tube in 4 locations with a
single machine cycle, with the defining feature being the
quick and safe adjustment for different length tubes.
The set up time is minimal and the changeover is safe
for even non-technical personnel as the Multicyl stations
themselves move and the operator does not have to reach
into a press to perform the changeover.
Click the picture below to see the machine in operation:
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For a quote on your custom requirement contact us!
To learn more about Multicyl products visit our website at
www.multicyl.com

Use our Tonnage Calculator to determine
your force requirements.
To use our tonnage calculator select either
the hole diameter or shear length option.
Then select your material or fill in the
tensile strength of the material you are
using (KSI). Fill in the rest of the data and
hit calculate. You will be given the tonnage
requirement and a list of potential Multicyl
cylinders for the application.

Contact us for a free quote on your application
www.multicyl.com    punch@multicyl.com   
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